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1 – Introduction

This report is the result of the preliminary assessment missions carried out during October and
November 2011 in Albania. The report is assessment of the technical and procedural capacity and
available infrastructures of the institutions responsible for the monitoring, planning and
management of Buna River and Shebenik-Jabllanicë protected areas, at both central and local
level.

2 – National institution: Ministry of Environment Forest and Water
Administration, Biodiversity Directorate, Forest Department

2.1 - Procedural Capacity

2.1.1 - Organisational structure

The law for the establishment of protected areas in Albania, currently covering 13% of the
country, has been issued in 2002 but, as also reported by the Project institutional counterparts,
apart from increasing the protected areas surface, very little has been done in terms of its
enforcement. This with particular reference to the establishment of an adequate management
structure for the national network of protected areas, which is currently within the responsibilities
of the District Forest Service Directorate, part of the network of the Ministry of Environment
Forest and Water Administration (MoEFWA). In this respect, proposals have been put forward to
separate the management of protected areas from the forestry administration; this could be
either through the establishment of an independent protected areas national agency, or by
transferring the related mandate to the National Environmental Agency, which current mandate is
related to the monitoring of the status of the environment as well as preparing the related
periodic reports.

Policy making and planning for the management of protected areas are within the responsibilities
of the Biodiversity Directorate established within the MoEFWA’s. Key institutional mandates of
this Directorate also include the national strategy for biodiversity, the planning for habitat and
species conservation, and follow-up of the six international conventions on biodiversity signed by
Albania. The Organizational structure of the Biodiversity Directorate is outlined in the chart
reported here below, which also includes the available staff resources.
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Also the on-site management of protected areas is under the responsibility of the District Forest
Service offices of MoEFWA’s, which are dislocated in each of the Albanian districts.

2.1.2 – Job descriptions, operational procedures and other planning documents

The preliminary assessment mission could not ascertain whether written documents defining job
descriptions and related operational procedures for the functioning of the protected areas sector
are available at the MoEFWA’s Biodiversity Directorate. There have been noted that exist an
internal regulation approved in 2010, where tasks of the positions are described, but there are still
gaps in terms of positions and job description. A thorough assessment of both the availability and
consistency of such kind of documentation will be executed within the framework of the activities
for the finalisation of this report.

For what concerns specific protected areas sites, MoEFWA confirmed that the most of them do
not have a Management Plan; in any case, available management plans are not implemented due
to the lack of funds.

It is envisaged that a number of actions funded under the European Union IPA 2010 Program may
contribute to fill the above gaps. According to the information collected in a meeting at the
European Union Delegation, such actions should start at the beginning of 2013 and may include
the drafting of new protected areas legislation and/or regulations, as well as the preparation of
the management plans for 10 protected areas of the country. More details on objectives, expected
results and deliverables of the said IPA 2010 Program will be integrated in the final version of this
report; such elements may be obtained through meetings with European Union Delegation
technical officials and/or consultants as well as from relevant technical documentation.

2.2 - Technical capacity

2.2.1 – Staff capacity

As outlined in the organizational chart reported above, the MoEFWA’s Biodiversity Directorate
includes a Director and 6 staff, out of which 3 in the protected areas sector. According to the
outcomes of the meetings held at MoEFWA’s, the protected areas sector staff come from different
educations, and although they have some experience working with protected areas management,
none of them have been specifically-trained on the management of protected areas.
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An individual assessment of each of the Protected Areas Sector staff technical capacity will be
integrated in the final version of this report, according to the structure outlined here below.
Relevant analytical elements may be obtained from staff CVs and/or through individual
meetings/interviews.

Mr Nihat Dragotti: Chief of the Protected Areas sector
Mr Dragotti is the only staff having GIS skills (he is a self-learning ArcView 3.2 user) and
information about the protected areas management, an experience of 40 years in this field; his
English is not good;

Mrs Arjana Sinojmeri: specialist in Protected Areas
Agronomy for her background is not very much involved and do have lack of capacity; her English
is not good;

Mrs. Silvamina Alshabani: specialist in Protected Areas
Agro-environmental as degree, with little experience in the protected areas (only one year working in this
section; she speaks good English

2.2.2 - Office space and equipment

Office space available for the Biodiversity Directorate is quite limited, as the 7 officers are located
in two rooms, one with 5 and the other with 2 desks. Each of the 7 staff has a personal computer;
one A4 scanner and 5 printers are also available, one of which can handle heavy printing jobs in
terms of pages/copies.

2.2.3 – Data and data management facilities

A thorough assessment of data relevant to the management of Albanian protected areas available
at MoEFWA will be executed within the framework of the activities for the finalization of this
report. Related outcomes will be structured as outlined here below:

- List and metadata dictionary of the available data (if possible, related data files will be
attached to this report);

- Current data management practices, for example:
o data management office is serving all MoEFWA or specifically the Forest

Department / Biodiversity Directorate;
o list and job description of data management office staff;
o available GIS data management tools, such as ESRI ArcVeiw / ArcGIS;
o available tabular data management tools, such as Ms Excel, Ms Access, Ms SQL

Server, MySQL);
- presentation (e.g. high resolution projector) and large size printing (e.g. A2 printers, A0

plotter) facilities.

2.2.4 – Other institutional actors and key stakeholders

The final version of this report will also include the list other institutional (e.g. Universities,
ministry of local administration and/or land use planning), non-governmental (e.g. national
environmental NGOs) and private (civil and economic society organizations) actors involved
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and/or interested in the management of the Albanian network of protected areas.  A brief
description of relevant roles, responsibilities and/or interest in the management of the protected
areas network will also be provided for each of the listed organizations.

A list and a brief description of all donors’ project relevant to the management of protected areas
will also be included in this section of the report.

The Parliament is the main authority of the legislative system, and the Permanent Productive
Activity, Trade and Environment Committee is the main body within the Parliament responsible
for the environment. It assesses and evaluates all the legal acts presented in the Parliament and
there statement is very important in the law approval and/or changes.

The Council of Ministers is the main organ of the administrative system. The approval of a
protected area on a national level is part of a government decision with the proposal of MoEFWA,
after following the procedures described in the law.

As stated before the main role for the protected areas management is inside the MoEFWA,
especially after September 2005, when the two main sectors (fishery and forestry) became part of
the ministry structure. Inside the MoEFWA there are other directorates that have direct
relationship with the protected areas resources management, and they are the Forestry and
Fishery Directorates.

Forest management as one of the mian problem inside the protected areas, is lead by the Forestry
and Pastures Policy Directorate, which exercises duties of the planning and managing natural
heritage. Other competences of the directorate include the governance of national forests,
pastures, natural environment, medicinal plants and other forestry and non-forestry resources,
along with access roads to these resources. On the regional level 36 Directorates of Forest Service
(DFS) are established and cover all the tasks related to the forests and pastures management and
control in their areas of jurisdiction. From 2009 The Directorate is organized in 2 sectors: Sector of
Extension Service and Communal Forest and Sector of Forestry Management.

Based on the existing legislation, the responsibility for managing and supervising fishery resources
mainly lies with the MEFWA and the respective units. The General Directorate of Water Resources
that include the Fishery Directorate is in charge of the fisheries policy and its implementation,
while the Fishing Inspectorate enforces the law on fisheries and the secondary legislation deriving
from it. Since 2009, this inspectorate is part of the Directorate of Environmental Control, as a
sector with no much relation to the fishery decision making process. Being under the same
Directorate with the Forest Police and Environmental Inspectorate (both with more personnel)
their role is lowered for the enforcement capacity but in the same time is not depending from the
same Directorate dealing with fishery management as was before. The Inspectorate has a number
of local branches throughout the country in order to ensure operational efficiency.

Land use and planning is centrally coordinated by the Council of Ministries. The spatial planning in
Albania is decided in two levels: on the national level and on the local level (regional and
municipalities). Both levels establish a multi institutional body for the decision making, named the
Council of Territory Adjustment that in case of the region or/and cities take their name and on the
national frame is the National Council of Territory (KKT). The role of the Council of Minister
regarding urban planning is secured by the National Council of Territory, chaired by the Prime
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Minister and composed by several ministers and other representatives. With the new law on
urban planning (Nr. 10119, dt. 23.4.2009) started also the functioning of the National Agency for
Territory Planning as the main technical body for the spatial planning in the country.

On a national level, the inter-ministerial and ministerial levels, there are other institutions of
public administrations and scientific research institutions, which are responsible for using
resources, studying and monitoring the natural resources in the protected areas network.

The Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Consumer Protection (MAFCP), after 2005 is dealing mostly
with the irrigation and water supply for the agriculture purposes, out of the food security and
quality. The Directorate of Land and Water (part of the General Directorate of Land, Water and
Services) is the main Directorate dealing with the issues mentioned before. There are different
sectors composing the Directorate dealing with the irrigation and flooding, water management,
State Inspectorate for Land Protection, as well as the Sector for Damps (small ones for agriculture
water supply).

With regard to nature protection, the main ministries that cooperate with MoEFWA are also the
Ministry of Public Works, Transportation, on land use planning; the Ministry of Tourism, Culture,
Youth and Sports on tourism related issues; and with the Ministry of Interior, on control of natural
resources management at local level.

The research and monitoring work is based on the university level. After the 2008 when the
research institutions under the Albnaian Academy of Sciences were merged with the existing
universities, now we have only one actor that can be seen in different aspects related to the
faculties. In the fact on the Tirana University the Faculty of Science is the main institutions dealing
with the monitoring of flora and fauna, with different departmens. Inside this faculty exist the
Center for Flora and Fauna Study, composed by the Musuem of Natural Sciences and the Botanikal
Garden. Both this entities are very week in terms of human capacities and equipments. Also the
Agriculture University is another stakeholders that participate actively in the research and
monitoring process, particularly in  the last 4 years.

Environmental monitoring of waters is carried out by several scientific institutes contracted by the
MoEFWA on annual basis: Institute for Energy, Water and Environment (ex- Hydrometeorology
Institute) for surface water quality and quantity, Agency of Environment and Forestry (ex-Institute
of Environment) for wastewater discharges, and Institute of Public Health for water biological
monitoring. The Albanian Geological Survey is the institution responsible for groundwater quality
and quantity monitoring; research and assessment of ground water resources, drinking, thermal
and industrial waters. It is also charged with the watershed hydro geological studies and the
elaboration of the measures for the protection and management of water resources.

The private sector is not very much present in the issues deal with the management of protected
areas. The association for forest commun users and farmers are the main national privete
organizations in place but there acitivites and role should be further investigated. The Hunters
Federation is an important national actors but his activity is better to be followed by the regional
branch in Shkodra. There are also the tourism association and the tour operators that can be
considered as the main private sector regarding the PA on a national level.

The role of Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) and the citizens for the protection of
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environment and biodiversity should also be mentioned. However, the environmental movement
of NGOs is still weak and its impact on society and the general public is limited. Out of some
organizations that are well-known and active in the public, the other are just part of the “NGO
business” and do make a lot of damage to the movement. The main environmental organizations
on a national level that deal with biodiversity and protected areas are the Eco-movement, EDEN
Centre, the Institute of Nature Conservation in Albania (INCA), the Protection and Preservation
Nature Environmental Association (PPNEA), Association for Protection of Aquatic Wildlife of
Albania (APAWA), the Albanian Society for the Protection of Birds and Mammals (ASPBM), etc. The
Regional Environmental Center (REC), SNV, MilieuKontakt International, etc., are present as an
non govermentral organizations in Albania but they have different status mostly related to the
main organizations sited outside Albania, even now some of them as SNV and MilieuKontakt are
starting to become only national branches.

On the field of biodiversity and nature protection there are few programs that support activites
and action in this regards: (i) EU IPA program and (ii) the GEF Small Grand Program. EU is trying to
coordinate the financial support to Albania and different countries like Germanyy, Italy, Sweeden,
Switzerland, Austria, the Netherlands, etc, have their own program of support through their
cooperation and development agencies.
On a national level several project regarding the protected areas are under implementation, and
they are listed below:

1. WB/SIDA – “Natural Resources Development Project”, supporting institutional and policy
reforms of Albania’s forest and pasture sector and provide resources for investment

2. KfW (German Bank) – “Transboundary Biosphere Reserve of Prespa-supprot to the
Prespa National Park in Albania”, dealing with the management and development of the
Prespa Lake area;

3. GEF/UNDP – “Identification and Implementation of Adaptation Response Measures in
the Drini – Mati River Deltas”, covering the protected area of Kune-Vaine in the Drini-
Mati river mouth;

4. GEF/UNDP – “Improving coverage and management effectiveness of marine and coastal
protected areas”, focused on the marine biodiversity and marine protected areas;

5. WWF, IUCN, UNESCO – “Dinaric Arch Initiative (DAI)”, the project attempt to established
a framework for co-operation between the different activities and offices in the area and
to discuss the future development scenarios of the transboundary Lake and its basin.

There are also some projects that already finished but their results and outputs can be useful, as:

- EU CARDS program 2004-2006 ELPA; Project “Environmental Legislation and Planning in
Albania (ELPA)”. The overall objective was to support the Government’s objective of
meeting Albania’s sustainable development principles in accordance with EU
environmental requirements, and thus to prepare for EU accession talks. In this framework
was prepared a study for the Pilot Physical Planning Component (Bay of Drini Zoning Plan,
including Velipoja), Regional Environmental Action Plan for Shkodra and Lezha, LEAP for
Velipoja.

- Albanian Development Fund (EPTISA), EC, 2006; Regional Plan for Shkodra – Lezha 2005 –
2020. This regional plan covers a strategic framework for multi-sectoral spatial
development, synthesizing five topics such as spatial planning for anticipated growth,
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strategic infrastructure, economic development strategy, environmental strategy and
effective implementation proposals.

- European Council 2001-2008 “Emerald network in Albania”. The project had different
stages and was seen as a exercise for the Natura 2000 approach. Recently the ETC/BD had
start recalling the project with the aim of preparing the country with capacity for the
Natura 2000 approach.

- EU CARDS (WWF MedPO & INCA) 2009-2010 “Protect biodiversity - empower Albanian
NGOs for promoting Natura 2000’. Was the first project implemented in Albania for the
Natura 2000

International agreements and conventions
Albania has signed a number of international agreements and conventions related to
transboundary waters and protection of the environment. However, problems associated with
such agreements are that institutions responsible for their implementaion have not been clearly
identified in most cases, particularly for those ratified before 1978. Some of the institutions do not
exist anymore and some obligations related to international agreements are regulated by different
provisions.

International Conventions signed (ratified) by the Government of Albania are:
 World Heritage Convention UNESCO (ratified on 10.07.1989);
 Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety to the Rio Convention, 2000, (ratified on 23.09.2004);
 Earth Summit Convention on Biological Diversity, Rio de Janeiro, 1992 (ratified on

05.04.1994);
 Espoo Convention on Environmental Impact Assessment in a transboundary context,

Finland (ratified on 04.10.1991);
 Convention on International Trade of Endangered Wild Flora and Fauna Species (CITES),

(accession on 27.06.2003 and enforced/ratified on 25.09.2003);
 Bern Convention on the Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural Habitats (signed on

31.10.1995 and ratified on 02.03.1998);
 Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals, Bonn, 1997 (ratified

on 16.11.2000);
 Besel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and

their Disposal (ratified on 29.06.1999);
 Convention on the Transboundary Effect of Industrial Accidents (ratified on 13.05.1997);
 Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance, Waterfowl Habitats

(accession on 29.11.1995 ratified on 29.03.1996.; The Albanian side of Lake Shkoder is yet
to be included);

 UNECE Convention on the Protection and Use of Watercourses and Transboundary Lakes,
Helsinki,1992 (ratified on 05.01.1994);

 UNECE Protocol on Water and Health (ratified on 08.03.2002).
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3 – Local institution: Buna River and surrounding wetlands Protected
Landscape

3.1 – Site management context

3.1.1 – Site description

Part of the original Velipoje Managed Reserve is now the core zone of the Buna River and
surrounding wetlands Protected Water and Ground Landscape (IUCN Category V protected area)
that is situated on the coast in the District of Shkodra at the Albania and Montenegro border. It is
a picturesque and environmentally sensitive area that is surrounded by mountains on three sides.
Its border follows the lower reaches of the Buna River and it possesses 8 km of coastline. Its
present area is 694 ha, of which approximately 250 ha are disconnected small wetlands. The
reserve includes the Buna River delta. Its vegetation is typically Mediterranean. The reserve
provides habitat for the rare Pedunculate oak (Quercus robur), and its oak-ash forests are
considered endangered. In this Protected Landscape it is also possible to find species of European
importance, such as the Pygmy cormorant (Phalacrocorax pygmeus), European otter (Lutra lutra),
and Golden jackal (Canis aureus). The reserve possesses a nice sandy beach and has been
experiencing growing numbers of summer users.

Velipoje village is the closest settlement with a year-round population of approximately 15,000
people. The visitation to the area grows in the summer to between 60,000 to 250 000 during the
peak season due to the recreational use of the area. Since there is no waste collection, refuse
accumulates throughout the reserve. Roadside heaps of household garbage are not only an
environmental risk, but also a human health and safety risk.  From an economic viewpoint, the
polluted streets give a poor image to the city that depends on tourism for its revenues. When
waste is collected, it is transferred and dumped into a local open dumping ground that has no
specific management. Financial barriers prohibit the municipality from transporting its waste to
the newly constructed regional landfill in Bushat.
Aside from waste, other stresses in the reserve have the potential to significantly reduce the value
of the ecosystem services that Velipoje Protected Landscape can provide to a large number of
people. These include i) changes in the water regime, with alluvia often filling up the river mouth
presenting an obstacle to fish migration, ii) the lasting effects of former marsh draining, iii) the
upstream discharge of polluting materials (detergents, chemicals) from the town of Shkodra that
flows from the Drin to the Buna River and then downstream to the delta, iv) damage to forest
vegetation primarily along river banks resulting in increased erosion, v) damage to reed beds
resulting in the loss of bird habitat, and vi) the poorly regulated construction of touristic and
commercial (small hotels) infrastructure.
The Viluni Lagoon, directly adjacent to the Velipoje Reserve, is another environmentally significant
area that has been identified as one of the most Important Bird Areas (IBAs) in the country. The
National Biodiversity Strategy proposed placing this area under protection as part of the Velipoje
Reserve complex. Subsequent inclusion of this area in the Buna River Protected Landscape has
added 950 ha to the original Velipoje Reserve.

The Viluni Lagoon area is important for migratory wintering waterfowl and water birds, a number
of which are protected under the Bonn Convention. The Viluni Lagoon itself covers 390 ha and is
connected to the sea via the Viluni canal which is 500 m long and 30-40 m wide. Unvegetated sand
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beaches bordered by white dunes covered by marram grass (Ammophila arenaria) separate the
lagoon from the sea. The lagoon is important for biodiversity for it hosts species sensitive to
different gradients in salinity. The shallowness of the lagoon and the mudflats provide optimal
habitat for numerous species of birds. Many passerines, including the lark (Alauda arvensis), pipit
(Anthus pratensis), White wagtail (Motacilla alba), Goldcrest (Regulus regulus) and European blue
tit (Parus caeruleus) use the lagoon when migrating or nesting. It is also a potential habitat for
curlews (Nemenius tenuirostris), which are presently a rare species. The area is also important for
Dalmatian pelicans (Pelecanus crispus) as a feeding and migration site. It also provides suitable
habitat for several species of amphibians and reptiles including the Large whip snake (Coluber
jugularis), and the European pond turtle (Emys orbicularis).
The vegetation is mainly composed of sub-Mediterranean xeric broadleaf forest. The coastal
vegetation consists of associations of Mediterranean grasses and reeds. The coast is partly
covered by replanted pines and elms and partly by the Viluni Lagoon that is fringed by large reed
fields. Here one also finds several poplar plantations. Inland, the plain has been reclaimed from
extensive marsh and is presently only partly exploited, with most of the abandoned fields being
grazed by cattle. The catchment basin of the Viluni Lagoon includes 500 ha of farmed lands, 389 ha
of forests and 20 ha of grazing lands. The channels, often invaded by water plants, are
experiencing eutrophication as a result of farming activities and the input of nutrients from nearby
settlements.

3.1.2 – Key management problems/issues

The main environmental problems/issues are:
- loss of the biodiversity value for several reason as:

o poaching (mainly on birds);
o overfishing and illegal fishing (an in-depth assessment of fishing pressure is

currently being undertaken, within the framework of a World Bank project, by the
Shkodra Fishermen Association);

o uncontrolled collection of medicinal plants;
o damage of habitats, particularly the wetlands area;
o decline of forest area;
o bad management of the protected area;

- pollution (including dumping of solid waste) of water bodies, both river and lake;
- unplanned urban development, particularly near the Velipoje beach and illegal

construction;
- inadequate solid waste management and lack of a sanitary field for the collection of urban

waste;
- water supply and sewerage system (the treatment plant is under construction);
- pollution of the water and sand due to the absence of lighting in the public toilets on the

beach;
- land ownership issues;
- lack of efficiency in maintaining the drainage canals;
- fragmentation of the agriculture land;
- high level of erosion (in the river banks and on the coastal  area)
- lack of public awareness and education, but also not sufficient information;
- clear vision for the area development.
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A more detailed assessment of key management issues for the Velipoje Protected Landscape will
be executed and integrated in the final version of this report, which will include the list and a brief
description of all main management problems/opportunities/issues.

3.2 - Procedural Capacity

3.2.1 - Organisational structure

The management of the Velipoje Protected Landscape, together with that of the lake Shkodra
protected area, falls within the responsibilities of the Shkodra District Forest Service. With
reference to its mandate on protected areas, the said Forest District Service is organized as
outlined in the chart reported here below.

The staff includes 24 persons in total of staff. Among them 1 Chief Sector, 2 Responsible persons, 4
specialists (biologists), 6 Rangers (this number changes as the need of the Directorate for other
issues)
Names of protected areas section staff in the above chart will be integrated in the final version of
this report.

3.2.2 – Job descriptions, operational procedures and other planning documents

The Protected Areas Section has of been established just recently and, hence:
- both protected areas of the Shkodra Quarku lack a management plan;
- activities of the Section are not organized according to relevant job descriptions and

related operational procedures, but rather focus the day-by-day concerns, which are
mainly related to the patrolling and inspection (e.g. anti-poaching).
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3.3 - Technical capacity

3.3.1 – Staff capacity

As outlined in the organizational chart reported above, the Protected Areas Section staff includes
3 foresters and 2 biologists. According to the outcomes of the meetings held during the
preliminary capacity assessment mission, the said personnel comes from the forestry service, and
none of them have been specifically-trained on the management of protected areas. Therefore,
Protected Areas Section staff simply holds a basic knowledge of environmental issues relevant to
the two protected areas, essentially lacking such specific technical capacity and experience needed
to adequately manage the two sites.
An individual assessment of each Protected Areas Section staff technical capacity will be
integrated in the final version of this report, according to the same structure outlined in Section
2.2.1 above. Relevant analytical elements may be obtained from staff CVs and/or through
individual meetings/interviews.

3.3.2 - Office space and equipment

The Protected Areas Section is located in a single-room office within the Forest District Service
premises in Shkodra; staff avails only two personal computers (where only Ms Office packages and
no GIS software is installed) and one printer. In addition to the above mentioned office space, at
the main entrance of the Velipoje Protected Landscape site two small buildings are also available
which comprise one conference and three resting rooms for rangers/inspector, who avail 2
motorcycles and some radios for the execution of their activities.

3.3.3 – Data and data management facilities

A thorough assessment of data relevant to the management of the Velipoje Protected Landscape
will be executed within the framework of the activities for the finalization of this report. Related
outcomes will be structured as outlined here below:

- list and metadata dictionary of the available data (if possible, related data files will be
attached to this report);

- current data management practices, for example:
o data management office is serving all the Forest District Service or specifically the

Protected Areas Section;
o list and job description of data management office staff;
o available GIS data management tools, such as ESRI ArcVeiw / ArcGIS;
o available tabular data management tools, such as Ms Excel, Ms Access, Ms SQL

Server, MySQL);
- presentation (e.g. high resolution projector) and large size printing (e.g. A2 printers, A0

plotter) facilities.

3.3.4 – Other institutional actors and key stakeholders

A preliminary list of key stakeholders have been identified as reported here below:
- communal administrations;
- tourist operators;
- fishermen Association;
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- Quarku Regional Development Office;
- University of Shkodra;
- hunters association;
- agro-pastoral communities;
- Regional Environmental Agency.

A thorough assessment of key stakeholders for the management of the Velipoje Protected
Landscape will be executed and integrated in the final version of this report which, thus, will
include the list other institutional (e.g. Universities, local administration land use planning
institutions), non-governmental (e.g. national environmental NGOs) and private (civil and
economic society organizations) actors involved and/or interested in the management of the site.
A brief description of relevant roles, responsibilities and/or interest in the management of the site
will also be provided for each of the listed organizations.

A list and a brief description of all relevant donors’ project will also be included in this section of
the report.

The main local institutions and authorities dealing with enviromemntal issues in the protected
area delimitation are:
 The Prefecture of Shkodra,
 Council of Shkodra Region, (Keshilli i Qarkut)
 Four Comunes of the areas (villages) along the River Buna (Ana e Malit, Berdice, Dajç,

Velipoje),
These local level institutions are responsible for the design regional and rural strategy and policy,
including the local environmental action plans in accordance with national environmental
strategies. The communes can influence licensing of all activities under their jurisdiction. In
addition, despite the fact that lagoons and forests are not under communes and municipality
administration, they are asked to exert their authority and influence for solving many problems or
play an intermediary role with the communities living nearby.

An important stakeholder is also the Commission of Restitution and Compensation of Property
which has the responsibility to conduct a legal review of ownership rights of former owners.
Forest areas, pastures and land bordering the lake coast were designated for restitution and
compensation only after its monetary value had been established.

At regional level, the Regional Environmental Agencies under the MEFWA are responsible for the
implementation of environmental legislation. They support regional and local authorities in
environmental administration and protection; land use; promotion of cleaner technologies;
permitting processes; undertaking awareness raining campaigns.

Water Basin Agency of Drini-Buna basin is the main important body in the field of water resource
management. This office represents the local authorities responsible for management of water
reserves in the respective basins. Exist also the Council of Water Basin, composed by different
instyhas a juridical status and is a subordinate of the technical secretariat of the National Council
on Water (NCW). Composition, rights and duties of the basin Councils should be determined by
the NCW.
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In the area of Shkoder one fishing inspector in collaboration with the central and local authorities,
monitors the implementation of the relative law and regulations. Law enforcement is minimal due
to the lack of financial resources and equipment available for fishing inspectors. There is a missing
cooperation of the local government and the FMO, fishing inspectorates and Rangers (protected
areas administration) to prevent illegal fishing. This is an outcome of these weak institutional
structures, lack of knowledge on the main laws on fishing, lack of knowledge on the functioning of
the law of the Managed Natural Reserve of Shkodra Lake which is almost unknown to the local
authorities.

Based on the Fishery Law, a new entity has also been established, titled Fishery Management
Organizations1 (FMO), which are new private bodies that play important role in managing the
fishing sector throughout Albania. According to law, the FMOs are directly involved in the
management of fish resources. Each FMO is charged with the drafting of a management plan of
fishing including defining number of fishing licenses and control and prohibition of fishing in
spawning time and area.
The fishing in the Buna river is under control of the FMO of Shkodra lake established on May 2003,
but not the last part that is related to the Velipoja Lagoon where a group of fisherman is working
in the fish barrier at the of the communication channes with the ses. Is mentioned as the area with
more illegal activities (about 120 fishermen), even exist a prohibition period from March 15 to
August 31. This period is respected neither by illegal nor by legal fishermen. Near the Buna delta is
found the Viluni Lagoon, declared as a core area within the category “Protected Water and
Ground Landscape”. Today the lagoon is not well administered. About 20 licensed fishermen work
there with 5 wooden boats, while a considerable number of people (10-15 daily) fish in the lagoon.
A fish barrier is set in the central part of the lagoon and works during almost the whole year. Tree
cuttings, livestock grazing, various constructions, car parking etc have damaged areas of the
lagoon and caused serious consequences for the water-fowl. In the Shkodra FMO there are 190
small boats licenced in the FMO. The number of fishermen for the territory of Lake Shkodra in
2007 is 799 from which 450 legal and the other 349 are illegal; the last number constituting 43% of
the total number of fishermen in Lake Shkoder (73% higher than in 1990).  The number of
fishermen in total is 85% higher than in 1990. A number of activities under the recently initiated
GEF LSIEM project2 will aim for sustainable fisheries management at the national level and
provide the information and means for better bilateral coordination.

On a regional level the MAFCP has the Regional Directorate of Agriculture, Food and Consumer
Protection working mostly with the agriculture production (farmers work), food quality and data
collection. The main regional bodies are the Irrigation Board, established in 16 regions each of
them with a government decree. They are responsible in the decided territory for the irrigation
system, all the pumping system, flooding and water emergencies, water management of small
springs for the protection of land erosion, water quality, etc.

1 The effort begun under a Fisheries Development Project (World Bank, FAO, Italy) initiated in 2001 to organize and strengthen
FMOs.

2 This includes integrating the results and recommendations of the lake-wide stock assessment and fisheries management plan into
national plans, regulations and programs. The project will also provide support and incentives for fishermen who are currently
operating illegally to become licensed and to stop using illegal fishing methods. At the same time, it will help to strengthen the
governments’ regulatory and enforcement capacity to stop unlicensed boats and the use of illegal fishing methods. If the stock
assessment and monitoring confirm that the present level of fishing is excessive and unsustainable, the governments may need to
place some currently used fishing areas off-limits and/or to reduce the number of boats and fishermen. (Project Brief, World Bank,
2007)
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The spatial planning is decided in on the local level (regional and municipalities) by a multi
institutional body for the decision making, named the Council of Territory Adjustment that in case
of the region or/and cities take their name. This is very crucial as given the possibility to the local
authorities (in this case in Velipoja Commune) to take decision for the spatial planning in the area.

The most important institution which works as scientific and educational body on the area, is the
University of Shkodra. Established 50 years ago, it includes the highest level of academic staff and
expertise. It is an important stakeholder in respect of providing expertise in different fields, as well
as involving them in implementation of different projects. In the Departament of the Biology –
Chemistry is established the scientific sector of Bio – Ecology of the Shkodra Lake. This sector has
done several scientific researches and studies regarding the flora and fauna of the lake. The
Microbiological Laboratory, also established in the Faculty of Natural Sciences provides
microbiological analyses including those of the Lake waters as well. The Faculty of Natural
Sciences, the branch of Biology-Chemistry and that of Geography of the Shkodra University are
main contributors through their studies and research in and around the lake. The area of Shkodra
includes also the High Forestry School, mostly related to the preparation of forest techniciants.

The interest of the international organizations and donor agencies on the area, particularly those
related to Shkodra Lake region is growing up last years. The community organizations and non-
profit organizations are potentially important actors. They are key actors in long-term
environmental conservation and management. In the region of Shkodra there are more than 20
environmental nonprofit organizations and 45 social ones working in this area. Mostly those
organizations are small ones, with a few members. In general, their activity is based on small
grants programmes offered by different donors. Mostly they are dealing with awareness raising
activity and sensibilization of public. Despite the fact that several associations and NGOs exert
their activity in the area, yet their impact is low. Their work is mostly focused on informing and
persuading local communities. From 2008 had been established the Transboundary Forum of Lake
Shkodra (TFSL) as a joint effort for gathering different small nonprofit organisation but also play a
more active role for the protection of environment. Befere, the REC field office in Shkodra had
been engaged since 2000 in various activities related to the lake protection, preservation,
conservation and development and also support the establishment of the forum through
discussions on environmental and social issues. Local non-profit organizations represent the local
people’s interest best since they are aware of the current state of the (community level) affairs.
These organizations receive donations from national and international organizations for their
promotional activities related to the lake environment.

Business sector represents another potentially important stakeholder group in the region, since it
is directly dealing with investments and exploitation of natural resources. The fields where they
work are construction, tourism, agriculture, agro industry etc, and it can be considered as an
important stakeholder group during implementation project phase. The Chamber of Commerce, as
a regional union of business should become important stakeholder in project implementation,
especially related to tourism enhancement, improvement of infrastructure in the lake area,
generation of new job vacancies etc.

Among the most active international organizations and donors in the area are:
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 EU (IPA CBC Albania-Montengro Program)
 UNEP/MAP (RAC/SPA)
 GWF (Global Water Forum)
 GEF/WB (Global Environment Facility/The World Bank)
 GIZ (German International Cooperation)
 COOPI (Cooperazione Internazionale - International Cooperation)
 COSPE (Cooperazione per lo Sviluppo dei Paesi Emergenti - Cooperation for development in

the countries experiencing emergencies)
 CSDC (Civil Society Development Centre – under OSCE programme)
 SDC (Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation)
 REC (Regional Environmental Center for Central and Eastern Europe)
 UNDP (United Nation Development Programe)
 Several embassies (Italian, German, Austrian, British).

These donors have played an important role in supporting the majority of the recent
environmental and social activities, mostly in the Shkodra/Skadar Lake area, with the aim to
strengthen the role of the civil society organisations. There are several projects and activities
implemented in the area from 2005 and some of them are still running in the region, mostly with
the social and environment purposes and some for the development of the public activities. We
try to find out the major projects in the area but maybe there are still few of small activities that
have no major impact. Here you find a list of them:

- Regional Environmental Centre for Central and Eastern Europe (REC), 2000 – 2009; Cross
border cooperation and biodiversity conservation project. 9 years project with total
amount 500.000 EUR for both AL – MN. Two offices one in Shkodra and one in Montenegro
were coordinating the project.

- REC, 2005; Local Environmental Action Plan (LEAP) for Shkodra. This document gives
orientations for the priority actions for improvement environmental situation in Shkodra
Lake area. It combines and integrates environmental issues with socio-economic ones and
emphasizes the role of the local actors.

- COOPI - Cooperazione Internazionale (Italian NGO), 2003-2006; Fishery project for the
protection of Lake Shkodra and promotion of the artisanal fishery. Total amount of the
project budget was 1.5 million EURO and in the end 10 people were trained and employees
as lake rangers (guards).

- WB Delta project, 2005; Strategy of Economic Development of Shkodra Municipality. The
vision of the city is formulated: Shkodra will be an important economic, educational and
regional exchange centre that will develop in harmony with the city’s history, culture and
people, becoming with its outstanding natural environment, an attractive place in which to
live, to work and to visit. Tourism is considered one of the strategic objectives and a set of
action plans covering a municipal tourism strategy, integrated management of the lake
eco-system and other lake eco and cultural tourism products are planned.

- GTZ, 2005; Regional Economic and Social Development in the North of Albania and
Perspectives of European Integration. The German agency in cooperation with the Shkodra
District Council implement a project Considers North Albania as a region according to EU
regional economic development concepts and provides a SWOT analysis of the North
Albania economy. The German government supported 55.000 EURO for urban
reconstruction.
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- GTZ, 2005 -2007; Cross-border Spatial Planning Project for Shkodra/Skadar Lake region.
The project endorsed by the relevant national Ministries, includes preparation of detailed
urban plans for 6 pilot lakeside villages (needed to reduce illegal building, support well
regulated residential and tourism development), some small ecotourism-related
infrastructure.

- Albanian and Montenegrin Academies of Sciences, 2006; Joint project on surveying
Bojana/Bojana/Buna riverbed.

- MAVA Foundation, 2008; Velipoja Project - Adriatic Flyway. The project have a limited
budget for making small intervention on rebuilding and enlarge the information centre,
construct four hides according international standards, improve the key access forest roads
in the reserve and the visitor trails system and place 10 signs in and around the reserve.

- The EULIMNOS project was initiated with the aim of establishing long-term cross border
co-operation between established scientists, experts and students with an interest in the
conservation of Lake Shkodra/Skadar..

- The DRIMON project: Interdisciplinary assessment of water resource management in two
transboundary lakes in South Eastern Europe. The objectives the DRIMON project are:
Establish nutrient budgets and address siltation challenges for the lake basins of Prespa
and Shkodra/Skadar, and assess the status of the lakes through dose-response
relationships between nutrients and sediment inputs and their effects in the lake.

- OSCE, Its activity is mostly connected to the security of community and the political issues
in both national and local level. Recently is has been opened by them a centre for civil
society information and development which offered logistics help for local NGOs.

- TEULEDA (Italian-Albanian organisation) Local Economic Development Agency that try to
support and credit local activities related mostly to small enterprises development,
territory marketing, identification and articulation of priorities and opportunities for the
local economic development, etc. Priority sectors are agriculture and agro-industry,
handicraft, fishing, tourism services.

At the moment in the area there are two mian project running in the area:
- GEF/WB 2007-2012; “Lake Shkodra/Skadar/Skadar Integrated Ecosystem Management

Project (LSIEMP)”, concentrate its efforts in the management of the Lake Shkodra/Skadar
- PAP/RAC & GWF, 2010-2013; Transboundary integrated Coastal Zone Management (TB

ICZM) is  a project that is undergoing with an aim and objective of preparing the
management plan of the river Buna and its impact on the  marine area and river mouth.

Joint documents, signed between Montenegro and Albania, in relation to Shkodra/Skadar Lake

 Memorandum of Understanding between the Ministry of Environmental Protection and
Physical Planning of the Republic of Montenegro (now: Ministry of tourism and
environment) and the Ministry of Environment (now: Ministry of Environment, Forests and
Water Administration) of the Republic of Albania, 2003.

 Agreement on International Lake Passenger Transport between Republic of Montenegro
and Republic of Albania signed by Foreign Affair Ministers of Montenegro and Albania in
2004; Montenegrin Government Decision on Opening Virpazar Border Crossing for
international passenger transport followed the signing of the Agreement.
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 Declaration on Shkodra/Skadar Lake signed by the Lake’s Forum Members, 2006

 Declaration on the Occasion of Designation of the “Lake Day” signed by the Minister of the
Environmental Protection and Physical Planning of the Republic of Montenegro and the
Minister of Environment, Forests and Water Administration of the Republic of Albania,
2006. This day is now entering as a special day of event related to the environmental
protection.
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4 - Local institution: Shebenik-Jablanica National Park

4.1 – Site management context

4.1.1 – Site description

The National Park is located in Librazhdi District, in the region of Elbasan. It is one the most
beautiful and visited areas in the eastern part of the country. It possesses high ecological,
landscape, biodiversity and ecosystem service values, and eco-tourism, leisure, research and study
are the most important uses of the area.

The area was designated as a National Park (IUCN Category II) by Decision of the Council of
Ministers (DCM) no. 640, date 21.05.2008. Total area is 33927.66 ha and is situated between
Bushtrica Valley, Shkumbini river, the national road Librazhd-Çermenike and the state border with
FYROM in the District Elbasan, Under-prefecture: Librazhd, Communes: Stebleve, Lunik, Librazhd
Qender, Hotolisht, Qukes and Rrajce. The Administration responsible for the National Park is the
Directorate of Forestry Service of Librazhd and communes according to the ownership and
administrative division.

Villages within and near the National Park include Stebleva, Borova, Zabzuni, Llanga, Letmi,
Zagoshti, Kosarishti, Dorezi, Kutermani, Gizaveshi, Luniku, Qarishta, Librazhd-Katundi, Serecti,
Kozhduk, Kokreva, Vulcani, Buzgara, Skroska, Nermolla, Dragoshtuni, Hotolishti, Skenderbeu,
Sutani, Bardhaj, Rrajca, etc. can be found. The human population is stable in number and is mostly
engaged in traditional activities such as agriculture, forestry and livestock breeding.

The area of Shebenik-Jablanica is part of the physical-geographical South-Eastern units of the
country. Its elevation ranges from 300 to 2200 m above the sea level. Generally it lies on the
direction North West-South East, length 30 km, and in the direction East-West, length 3-12 km. To
the North this region lies up to Qarrrishta Valley and Kryqi gorge, to the west to upper Shkumbini
Valley, to the South it borders with Prrenjasi and Qafe Thana, whilst to the east it borders with
Ohri Gropa and Black Drini.

From the phyto-climatological point of view, it is possible of distinguish 3 areas: Quercetum,
Fagetum, pastures and livadhet (subalpine and alpine). Main natural areas are forests, even virgin
forest areas, dominated by beech forests (Fagus sylvatica L), fir (Abies abies alba.), Bosnian pine
(Pinus leucodermi), Turkey oak (Quercus cerris L.), Durmast oak (Quercus petraea), hophornbeam
(Ostrya carpinifolia Scop.) and Sycamore maple (Acer pseudoplatanus L.).

The region of Shebenik-Jablanica is distinctive for its rich diversity of flora and fauna. It provides a
number of habitats that are crucial for certain fauna species that feed and find shelter in these
habitats. Among the numerous mammals species, 5 are listed in Annex II of the Bern Convention
requiring strict protection; 9 other species are listed in the Red Book of Albanian fauna, of which
with special conservation interest are: brown bear (Ursus arctos), wolf (Canis lupus), lynx (Lynx
lynx), chamois (Rupicapra rupicapra) and otter (Lutra lutra).
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The Shebenik-Jablanica region is a refuge for a diverse bird community, characteristic of forest and
high mountain areas. More than 70 % of the bird species are resident and more than half of them
are of special conservation interest.
10 species of amphibians and 15 species of reptiles are found in the Shebenik-Jablanica region.
Some of the rare species of herpetofauna are: Testudo hermanni, Algyroides nigropunctatus,
Coronella austriaca, Coluber jugularis, Coluber najadum and Natrix tessellat. 4 species of
amphibians and 11 species of reptiles belong to the Bern Convention’s Annex II  list of species.

Fresh waters of the rivers Shkumbin, Rrapun, Qarrishte and Bushtrice and those of mountain rivers
are home to brown trout (Salmo trutta fario), a species listed in the international Red List.

Librazhd is the main city in the vicinity of the national park. Around 65 % of the population is
categorized as working force. The population is dominated by youngsters. The road infrastructure
is improving (the Librazhd-Steblev dirt track, that leads to the northern sector of the Park and
ultimately to the Macedonian border, is presently being upgraded to tarmac) as well as other
infrastructural facilities.

Agricultural activity and agricultural and livestock products are most important in the economy
and social life of the communities. Agricultural land is under the ownership of the farmers’
families.

Livestock and poultry numbers are increasing, by using modern technology and means interlinked
with the traditional ones.  Livestock breeding is dominated by goat and sheep, whilst gjedhi cattle
play an important role in the flattest areas. The pasture capacity of the region is not capable of
fulfilling the needs of livestock.

Forests and other biological resources contribute to community welfare. The Shebenik-Jablanica
region, due suitable ecological conditions, is very rich in medicinal, aromatic and nutrition plants.
These products are collected from both natural and cultivated plants. In some areas, employment
in forestry and in the collection and treatment of medicinal and aromatic plants is an essential
economic activity. The forest area also is used for livestock grazing. Wood and timber from natural
forests are the primary energy source and the source for rural construction.

The local economy is in harmony with the development of the free market and to this end efforts
have been made to set up the agribusiness industry in accordance with the products and the
needs of the population, aiming at internal markets throughout the country, as well as foreign
markets.

Environmental protection and nature conservation are the main challenges related to the planning
and proper administration of the rural and natural environment. Pollution increase coming from
the human activities has negatively affected the ecosystem and its biological productivity. This is a
continuous serious threat to the natural environment of rivers as well as for mountainous and
forest and pasture ecosystems.

4.1.2 – Key management problems/issues

The main environmental problems/issues are:
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- Inappropriate structure of the protected area. The establishment of the PA was not
fulfilled up to date with a dedicated administration. That means the stuff of the former
forests sectors are directly laying on a new created National Park. To that fact this is the
main challenging issue that need to be resolved.

- Lack of management practices including all ecosystems i.e. forest, pasture, agricultural -
areas, water courses, etc. Along with administrative issues, lack of management tools is the
second issue of concern within Shebenik-Jabllanica National Park. Main ecosystem and
land use management related deficiencies originate from inadequate capacity of
institutions, their organizational set up and inappropriate management of human
resources; in addition, low awareness of both the stakeholders and general public further
aggravate the situation.

- General political and institutional causes of the environmental problems i.e. political
infulences include: direct influence on employs in the National park; frequently changes in
the sectors inside National park; lack of efficient regulation and control operations (that
also related to administrative issues); difficulties (albeit ongoing efforts) to mainstream
environment and climate change into other sectors (related to lack of management tools
and effective stuff); weak institutional capacity, mainly related to environment and sector
policymaking and enforcement of policies; unclear division of responsibilities between
sector ministries and national/local authorities; ineffective monitoring and reporting
systems; insufficient environmental financing; inefficient economic policy instruments; and
low awareness among policy makers and the public related to environment and climate
change issues.

- In many cases there is a risk from fire, overgrazing, illegal hunting and fauna disturbance.
- Over exploitation of forests mainly for collection of firewood in buffer zone of the Park,
- Illegal cutting of trees for timber extraction in the core area (before 2008 a part of the

present core area the forests were exploited for timber export),
- Soil erosion and Land degradation: Soil erosion is a big concern, mainly caused by

unsustainable forestry, agricultural and pastoral practices. Particularly in the sub-basins of
Prrenjas/Rajca and Rapuni river arae the intensity of erosion is high.  Forests, covering
roughly 70 % of the area, are being over-utilized due to lack of financial resources for their
management and insufficient control over logging and grazing. Contamination of land is
another major concern, mainly caused by abandoned industrial installations, mining
enterprises and waste dumps (Prrenjas area).

- Water pollution due to the discharge of waste water from surrounding villages, waters with
pesticides from agriculture and waters with high content of detergents as well as
hydrocarbons is another threatening factor for the ecosystem services that the Park can
provide as well as for the local flora and fauna;

- Tourism scarcely developed (lack of infrastructure and of touristic, leisure and sport
activities’ management);

- Construction of hotels and restaurants that are not in harmony with the natural landscape.
- Throwing of solid and inorganic waste. The major part of waste consists of items used in

picnics (bottles, bags, papers, glasses, cans, tins, plates); Uncontrolled local dumping (both
municipal and construction wastes) zone is an environmental menace. Generally it has to
be stated that the water supply level and the sanitary infrastructure is well developed in
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the municipality of Librazhd, but showing some deficiencies as far as operation is
concerned. Most of the population is supplied with water of an acceptable quality and only
a few “hot spots” in the sense of low sanitation level were observed. Deficits of the source
become evident in the dry season requiring additional support thus generating increased
operation costs. In entire area no equipped with modern and up to date sewage systems.
As for the waste management the situation is not in favour of maintaining the ecosystem
health; in the area local population is left to handle their wastes on their own. Disposal of
wastes remains a problem in all communes.

4.2 - Procedural Capacity

4.2.1 - Organisational structure

The management of the Shebenik-Jablanica National Park falls within the responsibilities of the
Librazhd Forest District Service. With reference to its mandate on protected areas, the said Forest
District Service is organized as outlined in the chart reported here below. Currently the protected
area itself is organised in three unites i.e. Rajca, Qarishta and lunik.

4.2.2 – Job descriptions, operational procedures and other planning documents

The management of the Shebenik-Jablanica National Park has been added to the Forest District
Service responsibilities just recently and, hence:

- the Park lacks a management plan, though a zoning plan has been prepared in 2008 by the
PPNEA NGO and is currently available at the Forest District Service;

- Activities of the Protected Area Section are not organized according to relevant job
descriptions and related operational procedures, but rather focus the day-by-day concerns,
which are mainly related to the patrolling and inspection, mainly focusing illegal forest
exploitation).

Inspectors are responsible for controlling illegal logging inside the park; each one of them has to
control an area of about 5-6.000 hectares. If someone is charged for any illegal activity inside the
park, the case is sent to the jurisdiction of the Police, and possible fines directly go to the central
government.
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The information about the illegal activities collected by the inspectors is recorded in paper forms,
including a map locating where the fact has occurred. Starting from 2008, all the data on illegal
activities are stored in a excel spreadsheet (around 60 cases per year).

Every ten years a complete forest inventory is executed by the national administration; a paper
copy of such inventory is also kept at the Forest District Service; the last available inventory has
been executed in the year 2000.

4.3 - Technical capacity

4.3.1 – Staff capacity

The problem of staffing in Shebenik-Jabllanica National Park is not yet solved. There is still missing
the dedicated administration for the protected areas and specific task description for employs.
Neither does the number of staff fulfil the minimum requirements and the obligations from the
site status, nor does the staff´s qualification correspond with the needs of a tentative park´s
administration.
The administration of Shebenik-Jabllanica National Park is a cross-department of Librazhd DFS
(Directorate of Forestry). This staff is related to the park’s management and composed as
following:

11 employ
3 sectors head
9 Forestry Inspectors (3 out of them with forestry faculty)

The stuff in the past years was not a subject of specific or general training in terms of capacity
building, upgrading knowledge or other issues of that character.

Table.1. Description of the stuff/ Education and years of experiences

Nr. Name Profesioni Current position Experiences/years
1 Dilaver Blloshmi Forestry Engineer Head of Rajca sector 35
2 Reshit Halili Forestry technician Forestry inp. Rajca 37
3 Lavdie Karriqi Forestry technician Forestry inp. Rajca 35
4 Lindita Kokonozi Forestry Engineer Forestry inp. Scroske 4
5 Petrit Kuka Forestry Engineer Forestry inp. Dragostunj 34
6 Bashkim Koci Forestry technician Forestry inp. Qarishta 35
7 Mitat Bicaku Forestry Engineer Head of Qarishta Sector 22
8 Kujtim Alia Forestry technician Forestry inp. Letem 32
9 Petrit Allko Forestry Engineer Forestry inp. Lllanga 20

10 Besnik Gjini Forestry technician Forestry inp. Stebleva 22
11 Naim Hima Forestry Engineer Head of Lunik Sector 30

All staff members have a forestry background, two of them are academics. All staff is male. Some
staff members also have duties beside the park management. There are no job descriptions, no
clear internal procedures and no common office facilities available at the moment. The
institutional capacity must be described as low.
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The institutional history is characterized by two major cracks. In 1992 the previous forest
enterprise with some 600 employees was privatized, only the forest inspectors were (reorganised
in the Librazhd Directorate of Forestry. In 2008 the national park’s administration was founded
and the staff assigned to this new function. However, a clear picture of the function and a new
identity has not yet been developed.

Based on our contacts and discussions, the training needs are assessed in the following steps:

- Individual self-assessment of staff-member in the TNA-pyramid (technical and personal
competencies, tools and skills for protected areas, competencies in the management).

- Individual self-assessment on personal level i.e. individual profile.
- Collective self-assessment for all staff.
- Assessment of training needs expressed by staff.
- Critical revision of self-assessment and comparison with requirements for parks in general

and for the IUCN Project.

Further to the training and capacity building demands there is a need to be appointed the Director
of National Park with following description: As head of organization the director has the overall
responsibility for all functions, processes, resources and all decisions in the daily work of the
organization. All decisions of strategic dimension are made by the management board. The
director is obliged to implement these decisions and to report regularly on their progress. The
director has to represent the park to public, to the region and in particular to the political decision
makers.
Competencies and skills: Good communication skills, he should have a good and comprehensive
understanding of a national park and its integrated management; as well as good understanding of
the legal and administrative framework of the park; he should bring overall understanding of
business administration and organizational development (in particular: human resource
management, project management, financial management, public relation and communication);
user knowledge in IT (MS-office, email) and English; driving license.

4.3.2 - Office space and equipment

The staff of Protected Area Section is located in the offices of the Forest District Service, which
avails adequate office space. The entire office has one computer for the Head of the Forest Service
and 4 computers with printers for the remaining staff; none of this computer is specifically
dedicated to the park management staff. The said computers have only Ms Office package
installed; no GIS software is available.

The Forest District Service holds one 10 year-old 4x4 car wand two motorbikes, mainly used by the
forest inspectors for the patrolling of the Park (fuel availability to operate for such vehicles is
limited to 10-15 liters per month).
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4.3.3 – Data and data management facilities

A thorough assessment of data relevant to the management of the Velipoje Protected Landscape
will be executed within the framework of the activities for the finalization of this report. Related
outcomes will be structured as outlined here below:

- list and metadata dictionary of the available data (if possible, related data files will be
attached to this report);

- current data management practices, for example:
o data management office is serving all the Forest District Service or specifically the

Protected Areas Section;
o list and job description of data management office staff;
o available GIS data management tools, such as ESRI ArcVeiw / ArcGIS;
o available tabular data management tools, such as Ms Excel, Ms Access, Ms SQL

Server, MySQL);
- presentation (e.g. high resolution projector) and large size printing (e.g. A2 printers, A0

plotter) facilities.

4.3.4 – Other institutional actors and key stakeholders

Following previous work and current preliminary survey, the list of key stakeholders that have
been identified in the area/wider zone Shebenik-Jabllanicë National park is:

- The administration of six communes surrounding National park and Municipality of
Librazhd;

- Regional Environmental Agency based in Elbasan;
- Regional Development Office in Elbasan Qark;
- University of Elbasan ”Aleksander Xhuvani”;
- Librazhd hunters association (member of AHF);
- Woman Society Librazhd;
- World Vision branch Librazhd
- The Society of Communal Forest Librazhd;
- Society “Aurora” Fushe Studa;
- Society “Lilium Albanicum”Librazhd;
- Society Qarishta;
- Directorate of Education Librazhd.

A thorough assessment of key stakeholders for the management of the Velipoje Protected
Landscape will be executed and integrated in the final version of this report which, thus, will
include the list other institutional (e.g. Universities, local administration land use planning
institutions), non-governmental (e.g. national environmental NGOs) and private (civil and
economic society organizations) actors involved and/or interested in the management of the site.
A brief description of relevant roles, responsibilities and/or interest in the management of the site
will also be provided for each of the listed organizations.

A list and a brief description of all relevant donors’ project will also be included in this section of
the report.
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The main local institutions and authorities dealing with enviromemntal issues in the protected
area delimitation are:
 The Prefecture of Elbasan (represented in Librazhd with v/Prefect authority),
 Council of Elbasan Region, (Keshilli i Qarkut)
 Six Comunes of the areas, as described bellow:

Description of Communes sharing areas at the boundaries or in the territory of Shebenik
National Park

Commune of Stebleva is situated in central Albania at the northeast of Librazhd town. The
commune is bordering with Macedonia on east, Commune of Trebisht on west, Ostreni on
northwest, Commune of Lunik on west and Commune Qender on south east. The site location
Greshkameni of Boroves is considered as an important site of old settlements. There are 7 villages
within Commune: Stebleve, Zabzun, Borove, Llange, Sebisht, Moglice and Prodan.
The entire current population is 1337 inhabitants. The surface are is 119.5 km2. The agriculture

land is covering an area of 1276 ha, while forest and pastures are 8314 ha. Nowadays the main
branch of local economy is agriculture and in commune there are carrying activity 12
businesses. In commune, are active 1 kindergarten, 7 elementary schools and 2 high schools (9
year). The administration of Commune is based on the Head of Commune and 13 civil servants.
The Structure of Commune:

 Office of Finances
 Office of local Taxes
 Office of Commune Police
 Office of Agriculture
 Office of Economic Support

Commune of Lunik is situated in central Albania at the north of Librazhd town, close to the road
Librazhd-Peshkopia. Following various sources of information the name is mentioned out from the
year 1467 with name “Lubnik”. In the area is situated location Gradec with old ruins from ancient
time. There are also several nature monuments like: Cave of Kosharisht, considered as an
important scientific and cultural site including elements of geology, geomorphology and biology
Cave of Letmi Mountain, the Springs of Gura e Kosharishtit (S. Shumka, unpublished data), and
Pylli I Barkmadhit-Kostenja (a mixed beach- Fagus sylvatica and oak trees –Quercus and other
species).
The following villages: Lunik, Prevalle, Dranovice, Kostenje, Letem, Zgosht and Koshorisht are part
of the administrative territory of Commune of Luniku. The population of commune is 3995
inhabitants and surface area of 108.8 km2.
The main branch of economy is Agriculture and in the commune is acting as registered 35 business
activities. The agriculture land is covering 1249 ha and forest-pasture area is extended at 5358 ha.
There are active 3 kindergartens, 9 elementary schools, 4 high schools and 1 Secondary school.
The administration of this commune is composed by the Head of Commune and 13 civil servants.

Structure of Commune:

 Office of Finances
 Office of Taxes
 Office of Urban planning
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 Office of Veterinary Services
 Office of Civil services
 Office of Agriculture
 Office of Communal Forest

Commune of Librazhd Qender is situated in central Albania at the east of Librazhd town. The
territory of this commune is surrounding the town of Librazhd and the rivers of Shkumbin and
Rapun are the main water courses within area. Among the main natural, cultureal and hystorical
elements can be mention the lakes of Muca, artificial lake of Hysa, Rrapi i Gizaveshit, Rrapi i
Taksimit an dthe forest of Zgara. The main nature monuments are Birch forest of Qarishta (Betula
alba), Rrapi (Plantanus) i Taksimit (140 years old), etj.
In the area there are 12 villages: Librazhd-Qender, Arrez, Babje, Dorez, Dragostunje, Kuturman,
Gizavesh, Librazhd-Katund, Marinaj, Qarrishte, Spathar and Togez. The current population is 11107
inhabitants and the territory of commune is 203.1 km2. The main branch of local economy is
agriculture and in the territory of commune are registered 47 business activities (SME). The entire
surface agriculture area of commune is 3023 ha, while the forest and pastures are covering 15996
ha.
The education sector is based on activities of 18 kindergartens, 8 elementary schools and 1
Secondary Schools.

The administrative structure of the commune is as following:

 Office of Finance
 Office of Public Relations
 Office of Agriculture and cadastre
 Office of Commune Police
 Office of Urban Planning
 Office of local taxes
 Office of construction inspectorate

Commune of Hotolisht is situated in central Albania at the southeast of Librazhd town, on the
right side of River Shkumbini. Hotolishta is mentioned as an old settlement dating from XV
century. The Commune is hosting several nature monuments like: Cave Vrima e Dardhes se Ariut
(Bear Cave) situated at the altitudes of 1500 m a.s.l.; Cave Vrima Stërqokave in Mountain of Polis
at the altitude 1640 m a.sl.l.; Cave of Hasani located close to village Dardha e Malit; Cave of
Shkëmbi i Bletës (Bee rock); Cave Pusi i Faqes së Madhe situated at the altitude 1750 m close to
village of Xhyra and at its end is embraced with probably quaternary fossil glacial block; the Lake
of Varri i Plakës, a typical carstic lake situated among upper cretasic blocks and molasses. The lake
is situated at 600 m a.s.l., close to village of Xhyra; the Plantanus tree of Hotolisht 500 years old,
etc. All these elements are not explored and the knowledge is very scarce. To that fact they might
be highly considered (S. Shumka, unpublished data).
The administrative area is inhabited by following settlements: Hotolisht, Vehcan, Dardhe, Vulcan,
Buzgare, Kokreve and Xhyra with population of 7062 inhabitants and surface of 152.5 km2.
Agriculture and particularly orchards are the main agriculture occupations within Hotolisht
Commune. There are registered 47 business activities. Agriculture land is extended at the 1465 ha,
while forest and pasture at the 9665 ha.
In the Commune are active 10 kindergardens, 13 elementary schools, 5 high schools and 1
secondary school.
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The administration of Commune is composed by the head and 15 employs, with following
structure:

 Office of Finances
 Office of social assistance
 Office of cadastre
 Office of Commune Police
 Office of Services
 Office of Agriculture

Commune of Qukes is situated in central Albania at the southeast of Librazhd town. From south to
north the Commune is followed by River Shkumbin and national road Librazhd–Prrenjas. There are
some important elements of culture within commune like stations of Road Egnatia “Tres
Tabernas” and there are still wall remains from Illyrian time.
The commune is situated at the elevation from 450 to 2000 m a.s.l.
The Cave of Pishkashi, situated at 400 m a.s.l., represents an important monument of nature (S.

Shumka, unpublished data). The cave is 100 m long, 5-7 m wide and 3-4 m high. It has been
considered as an important scientific and cultural site locations within Commune of Qukes. Other
important natural and cultural locations are the Skanderbeg table, Old plantanus tree of Berzeshta
(560 years old), the virgin beach forest unite “Ahet e Fushe Gures”, etc.
There are 11 villages in the administrative boundaries of Commune: Qukes-Shkumbin, Qukes
Skenderbej, Skroske, Menik, Gurre, Berzheshte, Fanje, Karkavec, Dritaj, Pishkash and Pishkash-
Veri. The entire current population is 10501 inhabitants. The commune is extended on an area of
110.3 km2. The agriculture land is covering 2881 ha, while forest and pastures are 3797 ha.
Today, the main branch of commune’s economy is agriculture and orchards. The livestock is also

developed. In commune there are registered 37 business activities.
In Commune there are active 12 kindergartens, 5 elementary schools, 5 high schools and 2
Secondary Schools.

The structure of Commune is as following:

 Office of Finances
 Office of Urban Planning
 Office of Economic support
 Office of Agriculture
 Office of commune Police
 Office of Construction Inspectorate
 Office of services and local taxes
 Office of archive and protocol
 Office of civil services

Commune of Rajca is situated in central Albania at the northeast of Domosdova plain. Close to the
main village is situated a prehistoric centre dating from early Neolithic period and also from
Illyrian time. From the natural and landscape point of view the Lakes of Rajca and Shebiniku are
presenting the most important values within Commune territory.
The Commune of Rajca is including on its administrative boundaries the following 7 villages:
Rrajce, Sutaj, Skenderbej, Bardhaj, Katjel, Kotodesh and Urake. The entire population is 10675
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inhabitants and the area is 80.3 km2. The main branch of economy in agriculture, and in commune
are registered some 38 SME. The surface of agriculture land is 1742 ha and forest pastures
covering 6582 ha.
In the commune are functioning 10 kindergartens, 5 elementary schools, 4 high schools and 2

Secondary Schools. The administration of Commune is composed by the Head and 18 civil
servants.
The structure of Commune is as following:

 Office of Finances
 Office of Urban Planning
 Office of Economic support
 Office of Agriculture
 Office of commune Police
 Office of Construction Inspectorate
 Office of services and local taxes
 Office of archive and protocol
 Office of civil services

These local level institutions are responsible for the design regional and rural strategy and policy,
including the local environmental action plans in accordance with national environmental
strategies. The communes can influence licensing of all activities under their jurisdiction. In
addition, despite the fact that lagoons and forests are not under communes and municipality
administration, they are asked to exert their authority and influence for solving many problems or
play an intermediary role with the communities living nearby.

At regional level, the Regional Environmental Agenci of Elbasan is under the MEFWA and is
responsible for the implementation of environmental legislation. They support regional and local
authorities in environmental administration and protection; land use; promotion of cleaner
technologies; permitting processes; undertaking awareness raining campaigns.

Water Basin Agency of Shkumbini RiverBasin is the main important body in the field of water
resource management. This office represents the local authorities responsible for management of
water reserves in the respective basins. Exist also the Council of Water Basin, composed by
different instyhas a juridical status and is a subordinate of the technical secretariat of the National
Council on Water (NCW). Composition, rights and duties of the basin Councils should be
determined by the NCW.

On a regional level the MAFCP has the Regional Directorate of Agriculture, Food and Consumer
Protection working mostly with the agriculture production (farmers work), food quality and data
collection. The main regional bodies are the Irrigation Board, established in 16 regions each of
them with a government decree. They are responsible in the decided territory for the irrigation
system, all the pumping system, flooding and water emergencies, water management of small
springs for the protection of land erosion, water quality, etc.

The spatial planning is decided in on the local level (regional and municipalities) by a multi
institutional body for the decision making, named the Council of Territory Adjustment that in case
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of the region or/and cities take their name. This is very crucial as given the possibility to the local
authorities (in this case in Communes) to take decision for the spatial planning in the area.

The most important institution which works as scientific and educational body on the area, is the
University “A.Xhuvani”. Aleksandër Xhuvani University is a successor institution of the Elbasan
Normal School Shkolla Normale e Elbasanit, a teacher training institution that was founded on
December 1, 1909. The Shkolla Normale was a secondary school - the first to teach in the Albanian
language. It continues to exist as a school within the University and is called Shkolla Normale
Pedagogjike. The first establishment of an institution of higher education in Elbasan occurred in
1971 with the founding of the Institut i Lartë Pedagogjik "Aleksandër Xhuvani" (Aleksandër
Xhuvani Higher Educational Institute). This institution consisted of several teacher training
departments (Albanian Language and Literature, Mathematics and Physics, History and
Geography, Chemistry and Biology), as well as Engineering and Economics departments that were
outposts of the University of Tirana. On November 12, 1991, the Institute became the University
“A. Xhuvani” and currently there are functioning five different Faculty like Natural Sciences,
Philology, Economics, Education, etc.

Among the most active international organizations and donors in the area are:
 EU (IPA CBC Albania-Macedonia)
 UNEP/MAP (RAC/SPA)
 GIZ (German International Cooperation)
 World Vison;
 World bank Forestry and Nature Conservation Programs
 REC (Regional Environmental Center for Central and Eastern Europe)
 UNDP (United Nation Development Programe)

Among the others some of the activities of importance are:

- Phare cross border program, supported in 1997-1998 a projcet of transboundary character
inlcuding areas of Librazhd and Struga (Albania Macedonia)

- Regional Environmental Centre for Central and Eastern Europe (REC), 2000 – 2009; Gave
support to several local NGOs like Lilium Albanicum, Aurora, Woman society etc. Grants of
scale 6000 Euro.

- PPNEA 2008; Local Environmental Action Plan (LEAP) for Communes Lunik and Librazhd
Qender. This document gives orientations for the priority actions for improvement
environmental situation in communes.

- SOROS Foundation 2002-2004, support for Civil society with small grants in Elbasan mainly.
- GTZ, 2005; Regional Economic and Social Development in the central albania. Activities

supporting SMES and Chamber of Commerce.
- University A. Xhuvani in 2011 was organising International conference on Carstic Water

bodies, with participation of scientist from different countries;
- Albanian and Montenegrin Academies of Sciences, 2006; Joint project on surveying

Bojana/Bojana/Buna riverbed.
- MAVA Foundation, 2007-ongoing supported PPNEA with Program Balkan Lynx recovery.


